Johnson orders total bombing halt

VIETNAM (AP) — President Johnson announced Thursday night that a complete halt to all bombings north of the 20th parallel north in Vietnam will begin at 6 a.m. EST today.

The President, addressing that nation, said he had decided to take this step, contrary to the recommendations of most of the experts here, because he had concluded a cease-fire would lead to a peaceful settlement of the conflict.
ASMSU Board declares non-complying rules as void

By DEBORAH FITCH

LANSING (UPI) - A ruling by Atty. Gen. Frank J. Kelley Thursday cast a legal cloud over the candidates of major and township officials seeking election to newly appointed county boards.

Candidates said they were caught between the directives of the judicial structure, whether or not other judicial bodies and groups under our (ASMSU's) jurisdiction could be clarified to the satisfaction of both the Faculty Committee on Student Affairs and ASMSU.

With the announced decision, ASMSU has decided on a separate action of its own.

Kelley, whose decisions are final if they are not appealed to the Supreme Court, has been appointed to the ASMSU Board by the Michigan Board of Regents.

Kelley said such officials, if elected, could be sent to all judiciaries, the Faculty Committee on Student Affairs, all faculty committees, and the chairmen of all county boards.

There was no immediate reaction to the ruling.

Samet said that the declaration "seeks to guarantee that all real people, students, faculty, and the Administration," Pyle charged. "It's not enough to present

He said the channels are open.

The administration," Pyle charged. "It's not enough to present

As for immediate charges, the channels are open.

"Just as long as the administration provides the money, whatever it is that we're trying to find out," said Kelly.

"The Latin America countries have the right concept or what a university should be," Pyle said. The administrators have to represent and advocate a radical change in the structure at MSU and try to come in like a business. It has no educational or psychological basis for its background," declared Pyle.

"One dimension" University administration, "I couldn't run this University for a perforated ulcer. He was 80 years old.

"The Latin America countries have the right concept of what a university should be," Pyle said. The administrators have to represent and advocate a radical change in the structure at MSU and try to come in like a business.

Mr. Worel, Detroit graduate student in political science, said, "If you want to change the channel at MSU and the people in the structure at MSU and try to come in like a business," Worel added. "You have to try to remember that our goals and objectives in this school are very different from those of the University."
Saigon stricken by rockets

WASHINGTON, D.C.—After a three-month search, the Navy announced Monday that it had recovered the nuclear-powered submarine Scorpion about two miles down on the floor of the Atlantic Ocean a few miles south of Haiti.

The Submarine, with 90 officers and crew aboard, was last heard from in a radio message May 17 when it was about 186 miles southwest of Port-au-Prince. The submarine's loss was announced Monday after a search by ships and aircraft, and a search by small boats and aircraft in the area was under way.

By the time the Submarine is recovered, it will be more than a century old, and it will be the first Submarine to be recovered in the Atlantic Ocean after its loss.

After the Submarine was recovered, it was brought to the surface and then taken to a nearby port for a longer examination.

The Submarine's loss was a major blow to the United States, and it was a significant event in the history of the U.S. Navy.

The Submarine was a nuclear-powered Submarine, and it was the first Submarine to be built with a nuclear reactor.

The Submarine was lost on May 17, 1968, when it was on a training mission in the North Atlantic Ocean.

The Submarine's loss was a significant event in the history of the U.S. Navy, and it was a major blow to the United States.
**EDITORIAL**

**Martin and Huff for MSU trustees**

For students, one of the most important electoral races this fall is the race for two seats on the MSU Board of Trustees.

The University is fortunate to have several fine candidates for the trustee positions, but we must single out two which would best advance the University in the great problems areas which face it.

On the opposite page, the reader will find a letter writers a standardized questionnaire to the State News mailed to all candidates, as well as short biographical sketches of each of the nominees standing for the two seats.

Based upon these answers, general background information, and personal interviews with some of the candidates, we believe that Blanche Martin and Warren Huff are best qualified to occupy the soon to be vacant seats.

One of the most important questions which faces the University is that of its role in the larger society, particularly in relation to quality education. Both Huff and Martin have shown a deep concern for this problem in their platform offers firm suggestions for implementation of programs.

Huff, with eight years experience on the board including two as chairman, has taken part in many of the original decisions which created the problems which exist in the University.

While Martin has served as a student representative in the University.

Two other candidates have played noteworthy roles in the campaign. They are both MSU students running on the New Politics ticket.

Blanche Martin and Lloyd Johnson have injected vital issues into the campaign which certainly would not have surfaced without them. They have demonstrated the realities of a racist, and elitist-minded, society, working as a cog in the wheel of the military-industrial complex, and well taken but not that just seeking election.

With great concern for the broader range of problems, including those of Lang and Look, Blanche Martin and Lloyd Johnson would serve the University--all the University--well.

- The Editors

**OUR READERS' MINDS**

**We cannot afford to 'sit it out'**

To the Editor:

This year, for the first time many students do not consider the election to be a great issue. The reason for this is that the candidates of both major parties are so similar in their principles.

Many of us want to cast our first corporate votes for students, and they have no definite platform. The University must do two things to satisfy this concern. One is to encourage responsible students, and the legal information which will be needed to investigate the validity of both major parties' legal implications.

Just as important, however, the University should provide a channel which will help and investigate student complaints on police investigations methods and the legal implications which surround them.

One community must provide a channel for the students, to make a choice about voting.

The discrepancy between police and the students is a major issue. Students have not been heard and are not being heard. If the voters are not heard, they will not vote for the candidates of their choice.

One police investigation channel does exist but it has not thoroughly reported every student opinion of police investigation methods. The Faculty Advisory Committee to the Police has not included any student opinions in their reports.

The committee has ignored the need of the social services for which they are eligible and to make clear specific criteria for help.

With great concern for the broader range of problems, including those of Lang and Look, Blanche Martin and Lloyd Johnson would serve the University--all the University--well.

- The Editors

**You, MSU and marijuana**

This student and his need to express what the marijuana consciousness is about is just one example of the social problems which are puzzled over the legal restraints on this drug.

Students, and not just marijuana users, need a channel to express views of social and political consciousness.

The University should provide this channel and give the student voice which police give them when they are arrested.

**PAT AMSTETT**

**ROSES**

To MSU BUST QUEEN (SNOBBS)

**Compliments E. L. Management**

**On Your 43½ inches**

Let Us Solve Your Apartment Needs

Measurements 35½"-78½"-80"
David Diehl, R-Dansville, is a member of the ingery Administration School Board. Alumni varsity and a member of Michigan State News. Feb. 20, 1967

1. What do you see as the major issues in this campaign, and what program should be taken care of with money?

2. What is the principal advantage of a student press?

3. How can the University best deal with student dissent and disruption? This authority must be used judiciously.

4. What is your opinion of the September 20 trustees resolutions on how this authority can be implemented?

5. Do you believe that Michigan State is fair and just and should supercede political affiliations?

6. Can you provide any other information?

7. What is your position on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the civil liberties?

8. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the press?

9. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right to bear arms?

10. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

11. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to seize and seize?

12. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

13. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

14. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

15. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

16. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

17. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

18. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

19. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?

20. What is your opinion on the September 20 trustees resolutions on the right of the government to search and seize?
**SPORTS**

"S' eyes upset of OSU 'super-sophs'

**SOUTH BEND OPENER**

Frosh gridders go against Irish

**LITTLE 'TIME' FOR GRID ACTION**

When MSU defeated Notre Dame last week the 77,800 fans plus the miles watching the game on national television were treated to an afternoon of football action that could be described as "surgical." The time of possession at the end of the game was 1:56 to 1:22 favoring Notre Dame 24-14 but the percentage of time according to a special study released by the Big Ten office is not available.

According to the study, 27.9% of the time was spent on offense including time lost due to incomplete passes, punts, and fumbles. The rest of the time was spent on defense with the39.9% of defensive play being 10.2% for the quarterback and 7.7% for the safety position.

**THE DISC SHOP...**

_YOUR ONE-STOP STEREO CENTER_

**POP SPECIALS**

- **WILDFLOWERS JUDY COLLINS**
  - **LIFE**
  - **THE YARD WENT ON FOREVER RICHARD HARRIS**
  - **MUSIC FROM A DOLL'S HOUSE**

**STEREO**

**FAMILY**

**STEREO**

**OFFER GOOD UNTIL NOV. 7, 1968**

**DISC SHOP**

_Your Overlook Stereo Center_

1434 E. Grand River Phone: 327-9545

**DOG n SUDS**

2755, Grand River Ave.

**THIRTY TIMES**

Looking, Looking, Looking,

for action in your career?

Look to Bendix. Bendix has a solution for management development needs in all types of technical and non-technical fields.

Bendix offers a diversified and challenging opportunities to individuals in research and applications, engineering, data processing and business administration. You'll become a member of a professional team that has made Bendix the largest corporation in the United States in the field of aerospace, automotive and electronics equipment. You'll help design, develop and produce new systems, new products, new technology. This skill helps you grow with a lot of broad-based experience of the latest developments in science and technology, and gives you the opportunity to be recognized for your contributions to the advancement of the profession.

**BENDIX AUTOMOTIVE**

**SPORTS**

Minnesota 4-10 over Ohio State 24-14

Big Ten: Final Score Mayo 24, Ohio State 14

**FUTURE, PRESENT PASS**

Freshman griddler Jim Michaelis Duffy, shown here with fellow Islanders Charles Wistrom and (right) Bob Allum is a helper for the Spartans today against Notre Dame in South Bend. State News Photo by Jeff Bith

**Buckeyes S' opponent in water polo**

The Water Polo team meets Ohio State's team this week at 3:15 p.m. Saturday in Ohio State's Natatorium. The game played prior to the MSU-OHIO game is open to the public.

**Texas Burger Special Thursday and Friday**

French Fries Only 99¢

**GET YOUR CAR READY FOR WINTER WITH PARTS FROM MORAIS**

**MORRIS**

PARTS WASHINGTON THERMOMETERS GENERATORS MARSHALL AIR CONDITIONING MORAIS AUTO PARTS

**THE ONE-STOP STEREO CENTER**

**POP SPECIALS**

- **WILDFLOWERS JUDY COLLINS**
- **LIFE**
- **THE YARD WENT ON FOREVER RICHARD HARRIS**
- **MUSIC FROM A DOLL'S HOUSE**

**STEREO**

**FAMILY**

**STEREO**

**OFFER GOOD UNTIL NOV. 7, 1968**

**DISC SHOP**

_Your Overlook Stereo Center_

1434 E. Grand River Phone: 327-9545

**DOG n SUDS**

2755, Grand River Ave.

**WIN $250**

Your story about our Fun Shirt of Creased can win it

Sweepstakes is open to all students enrolled in the freshman class at the University of Michigan. It is sponsored by the Michigan Steel Workers and the Michigan State News. You must be 21 years of age or older to enter.

**WIN $250**

**GET RID OF THE HONGRIE!**

**FOLKS WITH BIG APPETITES**

**GET OUT THE MOUTH-WATERING VITTLES AT BONANZA!**

**COME BY AND SAMPLE SOME FOR YOURSELF.**

**BARNES FLORAL**

**WOOODY HAYES**

**MIDWESTERN SPORTS**

_Your Home Team for Michigan Sports_
'S' harriers seek 6th win against unbeaten Miami

By DON KOPRIVA

State News Sports Writer

Cross country season heads into the home stretch and, with four dual meet victories behind them, the Columbus Spartans square off Saturday against perennial Mid-Western powers Miami of Ohio.

How to get there

Now that you are forewarned, let's get you there.

The Ohio State campus is an hour north of Columbus, Ohio. During the fall, if you're going to the Ohio State game this weekend, be prepared for anything. Like Fred Marshall, Montgomery and Woody Hayes, the Ohio State fan is indomitable in defeat and unsufferable in victory.

Field Marshal Montgomery and Woody Hayes, the Ohio State coach, are both Ohio natives. They have a deep respect for their respective alma maters, the University of Ohio and Ohio State University. They are both as dedicated to their institutions as any fan is.

The Spartans' last dual meet against Miami of Ohio was last Saturday in the Oak Leaf Invitational. The Spartans defeated Miami with scores of 19-13 this season. Miami's Redskins, a Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference team, have a 60-4 record against their opposition, losing only one game this season to Akron and tying University of Akron, 5-3.

MSU will be represented in the NCAA Soccer Tournament at Akron at the end of this month. The game promises to be an exciting one with the Spartans opening a 2-2 tie against Ohio University at 1:30 p.m. Saturday on the MSU Soccer Field.

MSU soccer player Tom Keyes, a junior, makes close out the regular season when the Spartan Ohio University at 1:30 p.m. Saturday on the MSU Soccer Field. Head Coach Gary Renneson is ready to go out.
Movies for every taste

By JIM YOSLING

Although tempted entertainers conspired to demonstrate that the summer movie season is over, there seemed to be no reason not to see some of the films that have been shown on our screens for a while. A musical comedy remake of "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" and a western re-creation of "The Magnificent Seven" both have been released in recent months, and both are worth seeing. The former stars Howard Keel and Rex Harrison, and the latter has Leif Ericson, Lee Van Cleef, and Robert Mitchum. Both films are entertaining, but neither is a masterpiece. Keel and Harrison's performances are tepid, and Van Cleef and Mitchum's are more effective. However, "The Magnificent Seven" has a better score than "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers." The music by Miklós Rózsa is superior to the music by Adolph Deutsch. Overall, both films are enjoyable, but not outstanding.

Typical American' today differs widely from parents

By RAY PAPERS

State News Staff Writer

The film "A Thousand Clowns" is a sensitive, moving portrayal of the complex relationship between a father and his son. The story is told through the eyes of the son, who is a child prodigy in mathematics. The film explores the challenges faced by the son as he navigates the world of adult responsibilities and the expectations of his father. The performances are outstanding, with particular praise for the portrayal of the father by Jason Robards. The film is a testament to the importance of understanding and accepting one's children for who they are, rather than trying to make them fit into our preconceived notions of what they should be. It is a film that will resonate with parents and children alike.

By JIM YOSLING

"A Thousand Clowns" is a film that reflects the challenges faced by parents in the modern world. The film is a moving portrayal of the relationship between a father and his son, as the son struggles with the pressures of adulthood and the expectations of his father. The performances are outstanding, with particular praise for the portrayal of the father by Jason Robards. The film is a testament to the importance of understanding and accepting one's children for who they are, rather than trying to make them fit into our preconceived notions of what they should be. It is a film that will resonate with parents and children alike.
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Paulsen speaks candidly about life, politics

Paulsen was interviewed Wednesday and decorations for Paulsen’s campaign posters were designed by Frank, State News cartoonist, Detroit’s Olympia by Philip Goldwasser. The drama tells the story of Henry the Eighth’s turbulent century perspective. With one hit “The Knack,” LIV AND LEARN!
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Cultural center for blacks to open in mid-November

By NANCY KESSLER
State News Staff Writer

The Pontiac Black Cultural Center, which will be operated by and for the black citizens of the community, is expected to open formally in mid-November.

The center will provide educational, vocational and cultural classes and programs with the help of over twenty Oakland University professors and students.

It is a community project, a community resource available to any student in the university, and an integral part of the self-determination of the black community.

Secretary Hare's resignation that Richfield for a Democratic party is to be the November 4 election in Wisconsin. SDS will definitely not interfere at the polls, he said, while we do believe thesdemocrats are a fear, we have respect for the American people. Too much, in fact, they have Mr. Hare and the rest of the political bands who run our country.

The Pontiac Black Cultural Center is a community project, which will emphasize black businesses and community programs.

The idea for the center began after the death of Inner Jones, a local businessperson who was prominently involved in the Pontiac Black Cultural Center. The center is directed by Albert B. Muson, president of the center's board of directors.

The center will be open 18 hours a day, seven days a week, for community programs and students. The center is also a community center for high school students and residents of the black community.

Media dialogue

Holmes Hall presented (from left) John Murray, professor of journalism; Arthur Wal, professor of television and radio; and Bradley Greenberg, a professor of television and radio, in a panel discussion of the media in the 1960s as part of the Dialogue '68.

Panel reviews media factuality

By JOHN FERGER

Our nation's television program producers have devised a series of panel for Dialogue '68 being sponsored by the university. In this panel, the networks and the American public will be given a chance to hear what the networks think about their own media and the way it operates.

The networks and the American public will be given a chance to hear what the networks think about their own media and the way it operates.

In a recent interview with the editor, or someone else, the networks and the American public will be given a chance to hear what the networks think about their own media and the way it operates.

The networks and the American public will be given a chance to hear what the networks think about their own media and the way it operates.
Prof's deny polling affects voters

Friday, November 1, 1968

Although many political specialists and candidates have been quick to impugn the process of opinion polling since media reports indicated that they have found evidence that polling itself affects the behavior of voters so that the presence of those major candidates would throw the polls off this year.

Bradley S. Greenstein, associate professor of government at Michigan State University, said that even though he did not believe in the concept of "the poll 것이면, it is not yet clear whether polling can affect the results of an election.

"The polls are not the only influence on a voter. There are other factors, such as the candidate's personality, the campaign's effectiveness, and the voter's personal experiences," Greenstein said. "But the polls can have a subtle effect on the voter, making them feel that their vote is important and that their choice will have an impact on the outcome."
Father Foglio said.
Berman links ignorance with disrespect to police

You police don't want students to listen to anything that you police don't want them to do," said Louis J. Berman, general manager of the State News, East Lansing, Michigan. Berman said that the dis­respect for campus police stems from lack of knowledge of the law officer's functions.

He said few people realize the law officer's functions.

"We have a heroic history un­til the 20th century brought this am­biguity. "The First World War shattered our beliefs," said Smith. "Then two world wars came after that." America's two false gods in the First World War was a sign of a regenera­tion," said Smith. "It has made us insecure but it also gave us a chance to find some more sign­ificant values." Berman said that the new emphasis on freedom in mo­rals is a sign of a regenera­tion. He cautioned students to quoting St. Paul: "You can do anything you want but not everything you want is good for you."

Berman commented that he feels America now is not in a state of degeneration but only now facing the ethical problems that have been with order since the beginning.

"The kids have run their homes, so they can't understand why they can't run the universi­ties too," Berman said. "There are no neat choices," said Anderson. Both Rev. Morrison and An­derson felt that America was not in a state of degeneration but only now becoming aware of the problems facing her.

Berman blamed part of the dis­respect for campus police stems from lack of knowledge of the law officer's functions. He said that American indiv­idualism left over from pioneer days did much to cause moral decay.

Canadian to sing

The MSU Folklore Society and The Joint will present Canada Smith from 8:30 to 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday at the Joint in the Student Services Bldg. A spokesman for the society said Smith is one of the fore­most folk singers and entre­tainers of Canada. Admission is 75 cents.
Marijuana causes legal snags
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The elegant frame-up
This watch is worn by Pan Am pilots and navigators.

It's a Rolex GMT-Master.

Designed for international airline pilots, it keeps time in two time zones simultaneously. With the change from one time zone to another, the hour hand turns with the minute hand to keep the hour hand always on the hour mark. The 24-hour, or military, time is shown on the 24-hour bezel.

Projection is guaranteed by the Oyster case, yellow gold or stainless steel and fitted with the Twinlock winding crown. With matching 16mm bracelet.

*Manufactured in all five other cases, colors and styles are varied.

ROLEX

Morgan's

JEWELERS. SINC.E 1876

131 N. Washington St., East Lansing, Michigan

LARGEST IN NEW JERSEY

Huge narcotics raid nets 41

Election coverage complete on MSN

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Friday, November 1, 1968

The following employers will be participating in the Career Day on Friday, November 1, 1968, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Michigan State University. All majors of the College of Engineering will be interviewed after his duty with the Armed Forces.


Thiokol Co., Inc.: Chemical Engineering, Materials Science, and Mathematics majors (B.M., B.S.E., M.S., Ph.D.). Location: Kettering University, Flint, Michigan.

Lever Brothers: Marketing and all majors of Business Administration (December and March graduates only; B.B.A., M.B.A., J.D.). Location: Various.

Sinclair Oil Corporation: Research and Development, Engineering, and Electrical, Mechanical, and Chemical Engineering majors (December and March graduates only; B.B.A., B.S.E., M.E., M.S.). Location: Various.

Shell: Geology and Geophysics majors (December and March graduates only; B.B.A., B.S.). Location: Various.

Cummins Engine Co., Inc.: Accounting majors (December and March graduates only; B.B.A., M.B.A.). Location: Various.

Bronson Community School: Elementary Education, English, Social Studies, and Physical Education majors (December and March graduates only). Location: Various.

Michigan Department of Civil Service: Personnel majors (December and March graduates only). Location: Various.

Michigan State University: Business Administration majors (December and March graduates only; B.B.A., M.B.A.). Location: Various.

DePauw University: Music (Vocal and Instrumental), English, History, and Laboratory Science majors (December and March graduates only; B.M., B.S.). Location: Various.

Luna and Industrial Relations, and all majors of Business Administration, and Economics majors (B.M., B.S.). Location: Various.
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Touchdowns count in football... Results count with want ads...
The kind of results you get with State News Want Ads!
"I Don't Care If You Did Learn It in College, I Don't Want A Word Like That Said in My House!"
**Wallace's comment vague on bomb halt negotiations**

**NEWARK, N.J. (AP) —** Richard M. Nixon told the press Wednesday that he would like to see the United States and North Vietnam take steps to end the war in Vietnam on the eve of the presidential elections.

Nixon denied his flamboyant oratory had anything to do with it. "I don't mind if you speculate," he said. "I don't encourage anything. But when people spit in your face and the policemen's face, tell them fascist pigs, and when they dead-finger you and when they have to hear a speaker, then some time. They chanted "Dump Nixon" later.

"You don't want to hear it, but don't throw stones either," the vice president called his listeners. "Those rocks are right here."

After the scuffle, police turned back the demonstrators to the accompaniment of cheering by Wallace's supporters. Throughout the disturbance, Wallace pointed again and again at the front rankers and said they were "members of the Communist party.

The independent presidential candidate thought a bombing pause would be held Dec. 10-11 at Kegel Center.

"There are those who would not be held Dec. 10-11 at Kegel Center. Therefore, Wallace said. "I don't encourage anything."

He also termed it "unfortunate if a bombing halt comes right on the eve of the election."

**THE UNIVERSITY**

The University's first short course in zoo medicine and the American Association of Zoos Veterinarians will be held Nov. 7-10 at Michigan State University. The course is intended to teach veterinary surgeons how to pack or practice in dealing with contagious diseases, tuberculosis, and mortality in zoos, and the nutrition of birds, reptiles, and zoo animals. A fee of $40 will be charged for those who register in advance and $50 for those who register at the door. The course is open to the public, and ends December 12.

**FAMILY JOINS IN**

**Nixon casts early ballot**

**NEW YORK (AP) —** The president Richard M. Nixon said Wednesday that he would like to see the United States and North Vietnam take steps to end the war in Vietnam on the eve of the presidential elections.

Nixon has been a vocal supporter of his administration's policies in Vietnam, and he has repeatedly called for a cease-fire in the war. He has also been critical of those who oppose his policies, and he has accused critics of being unpatriotic.

Nixon's comments come as the campaign for the presidential election is heating up. The candidates are making numerous stump speeches and holding rallies across the country. The election is scheduled for November 7, and the outcome is uncertain. The candidates are vying for the votes of a wide range of voters, including those who support the Vietnam War and those who oppose it.
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